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ARTICLE
What Is Wrong with (The Rules of) the Game?

Freek PJ Snel*

Public outrage is growing about ‘immoral tax evasion by multinationals’. This calls for a thorough and polemical response from the tax advisory
profession. This article investigates the following questions: ‘can we define the boundaries to “ethical tax planning”; “is the Netherlands a tax
haven”; “what are the fundamental reasons multinationals can pay little tax without acting illegally”; and “how can we really improve the rules of
the game”?’
The growing criticism with respect to tax evasion by multinational companies is understandable. But, if one takes a closer look, this criticism is
largely unjustified. The author concludes that we cannot ask more from multinationals than paying tax in accordance with the law and in a
balanced relation to the value of the benefits they derive from government services.
The rules of the game can be improved with respect to the relation to the benefits from government services. In the author’s view, this requires
replacing the arm’s-length principle for the allocation of profits to countries by a more robust approach. It requires the recognition by governments
that there is a clear limit to what they can ask from multinational companies and what not.

1

British House of Commons in November 2012,4 the
seven-steps plan presented in February by Bas Eickhout –
member of the European Parliament – to counter tax
evasion5 and the public outcry of Steve Wozniak (the
‘other Steve’).6 Repeatedly, multinationals have been
accused of immoral tax evasion. And the Netherlands is
being named as a tax haven for those multinationals.
So, assuming that my advice is indeed within the
boundaries of the law, I am not behaving illegally but (at
the very least) immorally! Quite an accusation. And I feel
an urge to respond.
Although the accusations are being made in the general
media, in parliament or in other forums addressing the
general public, I prefer to respond in an academic
publication to a public of professionals and not to the
general public. Why? I believe that the issues are rather
complex and that a proper response is longer and more
complicated than what one would like to read in a

INTRODUCTION

As Klaus von Brocke, a German tax advisor, said on a
panel during the ACTL Conference ‘The European Union’s
struggle with mismatches and aggressive tax planning’ on
5 April 2013 in Amsterdam: Hi, I am from the dark side. I
am a tax advisor and I have worked in cross-border tax
planning for almost twenty years. So, I may be regarded as
one of those helping multinationals with immoral tax
evasion. And I am practising in a supposed tax haven for
multinationals, the Netherlands.
Tax advisors can no longer ignore the accusations. Just a
short and very incomplete tour de horizon: the ‘crackdown
on US multinationals overseas tax shelters’ of the Obama
administration launched in May 2009;1 Dismantle Dutch
tax shelters, a publication by SOMO;2 the documentary
‘Stealing Africa’;3 the public hearing of Amazon, Google
and Starbucks by the Public Accounts Committee of the

Notes
*

Tax advisor, Snel Corporate Tax & Law Amsterdam. The author can be contacted at f.snel@snel-ctl.com.

1

http://www.forbes.com/2009/05/04/obama-taxes-jobs-business-washington-full-text.html.

2

A contribution in NRC Handelsblad on 20 Aug. 2011 by R. Fernandez & K. McGauran; an English-language version can be found on: http://somo.nl/news-en/dismantledutch-fiscal-shelters?set_language=en.

3

A documentary made by Christoffer Guldbrandsen and produced by Steps International. It was presented at the IDFA in Amsterdam on 22 Nov. 2012 and broadcast by
Dutch television (Nederland 2) on 27 Nov. 2012.

4

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2231828/Immoral-tax-avoiders-Amazon-Starbucks-Google-lashed-MPs-elaborate-schemes.html. http://www.publications.parliament.
uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmpubacc/716/71605.html.

5

http://europa.groenlinks.nl/Beperk+belastingontwijking+in+zeven+stappen?utm_source=GroenLinks+Nieuwsbrief&utm_campaign=ad2eb0f732-GroenLinks_Nieuwsbrief_
2013_03_28&utm_medium=email.

6

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/consumertips/tax/10089632/Apple-founder-Steve-Wozniak-public-anger-at-tax-arrangements-is-warranted.html.
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a final conclusion. So, how could a simple taxpayer know
whether his morally justified fair share of tax to be paid is
in excess of what he is owed by law?
In this respect, I would like to stress that ‘involuntary’
is a crucial element of the definition of tax. Tax is not an
agreed compensation for the receipt of government
services and benefits. Neither is it a philanthropic
donation to a charity whose goals you want to support.
Many persons are required to pay more tax than the value
of what they receive from the government. And part of the
money collected by a government is spent on items that
you deem unnecessary or even wrong. Do not forget that a
large part of the income tax is probably wasted on
corruption, pyramid building and lobby group hobbies.
Furthermore, there is a moral vacuum with respect to
company taxation, as well as the taxation of non-residents.
To nationals, at least to those living in a democracy, you
can say: ‘if you do not like the tax regime, you can vote for
a party that proposes to change the regime the next time
or you could even start your own party’. Companies and
non-residents do not have that right.
So, multinational companies are in a position that they
are – by law – forced to pay tax, without any possibility to
change this, potentially in excess of the value of
government services and in support of goals they
disapprove of. Why would one blame them for being
immoral if they limit their payment to the minimum
required by law?
Companies do not have morality. Individuals do, but
legal entities do not. In large multinationals, many
individuals (with morality) are involved in decisions that
are relevant to their tax position. These individuals have
different roles, responsibilities and social circles. But
generally most of them are not included in the ‘local
village circle’ where the operation actually takes place.
Thus, they will see little of the benefits that the local
village has from government services paid out of tax
revenues. Each of the team will feel a responsibility for one
or more aspects of the total decision, but many share the
full responsibility for the total decision. So, do not expect
from a multi-national’s decision-making process that it
will give priority to increasing tax revenue in a distant
place. Such global solidarity in the global village is – alas
– a utopian idea.
And finally management of companies and their
shareholders is required to control costs. If not, their
business will lose the permanent battle against their
competitors. Taxes, including profit taxes, are a cost.
Hence, unless a company has a (quasi) monopoly, it cannot
afford to incur a structurally higher tax burden than
others, unless receiving higher government services than

newspaper or hear on television. I believe that a fruitful
debate should be held first between professionals and that
the politicians and the general public may use the findings
from this debate afterwards.
In this article, I wish to give my reasoned view on the
following questions:
(1) Is there tax planning that is not illegal but still
immoral? Can we define the boundaries to ‘ethical tax
planning’?
(2) Is the Netherlands a tax haven?
(3) What are the fundamental reasons why multinationals
can pay little tax without acting illegally?
(4) How can we really improve the rules of the game?

2

IS THERE TAX PLANNING THAT IS NOT
ILLEGAL BUT STILL IMMORAL? CAN WE
DEFINE THE BOUNDARIES TO ‘ETHICAL TAX
PLANNING’?

I agree that there are boundaries that I observe in my
behaviour that are not written down in law. These
boundaries are set on the basis of what I deem to be
decent. These are based on my upbringing, education and
the constant feedback of my wife, children, friends and
others. Or in short: these boundaries are derived from
culture.
The problem is that my boundaries today differ from
other people and cultures. Yes, we can find some common
ground, but probably only on things like ‘not picking
your nose in public’. In essence, ethics are not universal.
Neither are they self-evident.
Setting boundaries for ethical tax planning, in my view,
requires that a very large group of persons, from various
backgrounds, with different interests and from different
countries, would have to agree on them. Unanimity is too
much to ask, but a clear majority seems needed.
I am afraid that such a broad consensus cannot be
found. Phrases as ‘pay your fair share’, or ‘care for your
community’ are too vague and cannot serve as a basis.
There is a broad consensus that governments are
needed. And governments need to raise taxes to fund the
costs of their services. However, there is no broad
consensus with respect to the tax levels and the tax mix. A
tax of 25% on profits of companies is not self-explanatory.
I am not aware of any references in the Bible, the Quran,
the Thora, the Vedas or the Four Books. Neither in Das
Kapital, the Declaration on Human Rights or On the Wealth of
Nations. Over a century of academic debate7 has not led to

Notes
7

A short overview of some publications on the topic: S.F. Weston, Principles of justice in taxation (Studies in history, economics and public law vol. XVII, number 2) (Colum. U. Press
1903). R. Goode, The Corporation Income Tax, New York/London: Wiley & Sons/Chapman & Hail 1951. M.J. Graetz, The David Tillinghast Lecture – Taxing International
Income: Inadequate Principles, Outdated Concepts and Unsatisfactory Policies, Tax L. Rev. 2001-54-3, 261–323.
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definition. However, only a very few countries are actually
on the OECD blacklist.9 So this type of definition seems
pretty ineffective.
The Netherlands does not lack transparency. We have
no bank secrecy.10 Our tax authorities exchange
information. Unlike what is said by representatives of
some multinationals, agreements with our tax authorities
are permitted to be disclosed by the taxpayer. And the
general criteria that the Netherlands tax authorities use for
concluding agreements with taxpayers are made public.
These criteria include the principle of good faith towards
our tax treaty partners.11 We have a transparent trade
register, which is easily accessible online.12 Thus, under a
lack-of-transparency definition, the Netherlands is not a
tax haven.
Other definitions focus on low taxation. Here you have
a two-way split: (1) Countries with no or low taxation as a
general rule and (2) countries with a ring-fenced regime
for ‘offshore activities’.
Under the first leg of the low-tax definition, a country
is a tax haven if there is no or low taxation. As a first
problem, how should we define ‘low taxation’? There is no
self-explanatory minimum rate either as a figure or as a
reference to any statistical median or average. Neither is
there a self-explanatory necessity to levy a specific type of
tax. With our government spending at roughly 40% of
our gross national income,13 a general corporate income
tax rate of 25%, a dividend withholding tax rate of 15%, a
top income tax rate of 52%, a general value-added tax
(VAT) rate of 21%,14 I find it unlikely that anyone would
see the Netherlands as a country with no or low taxation as
a general rule.
Under the second leg of the low-tax definition, a
country is a tax haven if there are special regimes for ringfenced offshore activities. In short, these are countries that
offer no or low tax regimes for foreign residents to route
their foreign investment via vehicles in the country.
Special regimes (no or low tax corners) that are unavailable
for either resident investors and foreign investors investing
in the country. I think the ring fencing is a crucial part of
the definition. Why? Every country has entities that are
not subject to tax because there are seen as tax transparent

the competitors with a lower tax burden compensates for
the tax burden.
I would like to weigh the argumentation above in two
ways. Sometimes it may be clear to everyone what the
spirit of the law says. And nevertheless the wording of the
law may be less clear or not written with the structure a
tax advisor comes up with in mind. Proper tax legislation
implies, in my view, a general anti-abuse provision
allowing a substance over form approach if that is in line
with the clear spirit of the law. Thus, if the lawmakers
would properly explain the spirit of a tax law, this would
give a better ethical compass to both the taxpayers and the
tax advisors. Governments, pick up that glove!
Moreover, one can defend corporate tax with the profit
principle. In short, the taxation of corporations is justified
because they benefit from government services. Up to the
level that there is a fair balance between those benefits and
the tax corporations pay, one can see this is a fair share for
the corporate world. But there are two practical issues
here. First, how do we determine the fair value of the
government services enjoyed by the corporations? Second,
corporations should pay in an equal way, but do not
benefit from government services in an equal way. Thus, it
is difficult to translate the theoretical global idea into the
individual level of a single corporation. But at least it can
be understood as ‘pay at least some profit tax in any
country where you are active’.

3

IS THE NETHERLANDS A TAX HAVEN?

Is the Netherlands a tax haven? First, we should define
‘tax haven’. Thereafter, we can apply the criteria to the
Netherlands. Finally, we may gain a greater insight if we
compare the Netherlands with some of the countries
criticizing us.
The debate on how to define tax havens has already
been going on for quite some time. In my view, there is no
commonly accepted definition.8
Some definitions of a tax haven are based on a lack of
transparency, such as for example the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

Notes
8

A short overview of some publications on the topic: R. Palan, R. Murphy & C. Chavagneuy, Tax havens: how globalization really work 17 (Cornell U. Press 2010). D.
Darmaphala & J.R. Hines, Which countries become tax havens? American Law & Economics Association Annual Meeting 2007, paper 48. OECD, International tax avoidance and
evasion, Paris 1985, p. 21.
B.J. Arnold & P. Dibout, ‘General report’, in Limits on the use of law tax regimes by multinational businesses: current measures and emerging trends (Chahiers de droit fiscal
international LXXXVIb), Den Haag, London & Boston: Kluwer 2001, pp. 27–33.

9

As of December 2009, there are no countries left on the OECD list of uncooperative tax havens. http://www.oecd.org/countries/monaco/listofunco-operativetaxhavens.htm.

10

Article 48 General Tax Law (Algemene wet inzake rijksbelastingen – http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0002320/HoofdstukVIII/Afdeling2/Artikel48/geldigheids
datum_11-06-2013).

11

http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten-en-publicaties/notas/2011/02/11/notitie-fiscaal-verdragsbeleid-2011.html. Decree 11 August 2004, nr. IFZ2004/124M (http://
wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0017093/geldigheidsdatum_17-03-2011); Law on bilateral assistance in taxation (Wet wederzijdse bijstand bij de heffing van belastingen http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0003954/geldigheidsdatum_11-06-2013).

12

http://www.kvk.nl/englishwebsite/trade-register/searching-in-the-trade-register/.

13

http://www.rijksbegroting.nl/2012/kamerstukken,2013/5/16/kst812050_2.html.

14

http://www.nfia.nl/images/shared/downloads/WiH_fiscal_23April2013.pdf.
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Dutch SPE should be seen as abusive, they have sufficient
instruments to levy the tax they deem appropriate.17
In the second leg of the low-tax definition, the
Netherlands is not a tax haven either. We have no ring
fence or a no or low tax corner. All ‘tax features’ used by
multinational companies, such as a tax treaty network, the
participation exemption, no withholding tax on interest
and royalties, tax rulings and the innovation boxes,
are open to everyone and also apply to domestic
investments. Other countries offer similar tax features.
Not only countries like Luxembourg, Switzerland and
Singapore, but also countries like the US, the UK and
France.
Ειπεν προσ αυτουσ ο αναμαρτητοσ υμων
πρωτοσ τον λιθον επ αυτη18 Christian wisdom often
forgotten by both politicians and media.
We are not accusing you of being illegal, we are accusing you of
being immoral, said Margaret Hodge-Oppenheimer as chair
of the Public Accounts Committee of the British House of
Commons. For her sins, I do not want to refer to the tax
policy of her family’s business19 – I assume that their tax
policy is super-ethical, but I want to refer to the UK tax
legislation. The UK is perhaps not a tax haven, but it
offers some very interesting tax regimes. For me, the most
striking is the ‘Res-non-Dom’ regime: the tax treatment of
(generally speaking) non-residents.20 In my view, it is a
ring-fenced regime. This regime makes the UK one of the
most favourable places for rich people to emigrate to. In
combination with the quality of life, I think that more tax
refugees live in the UK than in Andorra, Monaco,
Liechtenstein, the Caribbean and the Channel Islands
combined.
Another stone was cast by Barack Obama21 so I may
refer to the sins of the US tax legislation as well. The US is
not only the world’s largest economy, it may also be the
largest warehouse of letterbox companies. Sources estimate
the number of SPEs in Delaware alone to be around forty
times the number in the Netherlands. At least, there are
over 21,000,000 firms in the US without employees
(around 75% of the total), versus around 450,000 in the
Netherlands (around 45% of the total).22 A taxtransparent US Limited Liability Company (LLC) seems
one of the best hiding places for undeclared money.

by that country. Or because of an ‘investment fund
regime’. And every country has regimes for the avoidance
of international double taxation and for the avoidance of
double taxation of intra-group dividends. And every
country has tax incentives for specific investments. So, in
every country you will find ‘no or low tax corners’. And as
each country has a different tax system, the location of no
or low tax corners is different. If you include the no or low
tax corners that are not ring fenced, you can include every
country as a tax haven. A ring-fenced no or low tax corner,
however, can be seen as fiscal piracy. It may help foreigners
to invest abroad in a no or low-tax manner, but it does not
influence the tax revenue from residents and local
investments of foreign investors.15
In this second leg, reference is often made to letterbox
companies. I get the picture. A long pile of letterboxes at
the same address, each with a different company name.
‘The tallest building in the world’, according to Barack
Obama.16 All companies with no or little extra substance,
but enjoying all kinds of unidentified tax benefits. But, if
one looks closer, it may be harder to define letterbox
company. As an example, I have three companies within
my little group, plus a foundation: one holding company,
one company with a tax practice, one company that is
partner in a partnership with a biomass energy investment
and a foundation as ‘third-party account’. And there is
only 1 full time equivalent (FTE) employed. On a larger
scale, the same picture is seen in the ‘traditional Dutch
groups’, like the Royal Dutch Shell, Philips, ING and
Unilever. Many of their Dutch companies are special
purpose entities (SPEs) without staff or other ‘hard
substance’. Are these SPEs letterbox companies? I would
say no. But it is difficult to see why an SPE of Exxon,
Samsung, RBS or Nestlé would be a letterbox company.
Also, these last four have larger real operations in the
Netherlands as well as SPEs. Petrobras, Huawei,
Macquarie and Starbucks have Dutch SPEs as well as
Dutch operations (though smaller). It is impossible to
draw a line that is non-discriminatory and non-arbitrary.
And, equally important, the assumed tax benefits are often
tax benefits in other countries; either the countries of the
ultimate beneficial owners or the countries where
investments are made. If those countries consider that a

Notes
15

F. Eriksson, presentation on the Report by the Independent Norwegian Commission on Capital Flight from Developing Countries, pp. 4 and 5. (http://www.oecd.org/site/devaeo10/
44276169.pdf). F.P.J. Snel, Systems to prevent accumulation of taxation in parent subsidiary situations, 11 Intertax 532 (2005).

16

Candidates’ debate 5 Jan. 2008, Manchester, N.H.

17

Letter by the State Secretary of Finance of the Netherlands of 20 Mar. 2013, number IFZ/2013/136, regarding the termination of the tax treaty by Mongolia.

18

John 8.7 – He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.

19

http://www.bdpost.co.uk/news/barking_mp_defends_family_firm_s_tax_bill_on_day_she_grills_companies_1_1691530.

20

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/international/remittance.htm.

21

http://www.forbes.com/2009/05/04/obama-taxes-jobs-business-washington-full-text.html.

22

http://www.census.gov/econ/smallbus.html. http://statline.cbs.nl/StatWeb/publication/?VW=T&DM=SLNL&PA=37912&D1=0-10&D2=a&HD=130529-1746&HDR=T&
STB=G1.
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freedom gives worse results. Freedom of speech implies
that persons give opinions that I may find disgusting,
offensive or even dangerous. But I still prefer a country
with freedom of speech to a country with a censor.
So, I think we should accept the freedom of enterprise
as a general principle.
The second reason is that entities and groups of entities
pay tax on their profits country-by-country. However, the
shareholders and managers will look at the global
consolidated profit. So, there is a discrepancy between the
way tax authorities look at companies and way
management and shareholders look at it. There is no real
coordination or harmonization of the different tax
authorities, whilst the (groups of) companies have each a
certain level of global coordination of their tax planning.
This leads to some strong opportunities.
One opportunity is offered by the disparities.
Disparities mean that legal and fiscal systems of different
countries do not fully connect. Items are classified
differently in countries, e.g. an entity is seen as body
corporate in one country and as a partnership in another
country. Such hybrid entities may lead to double taxation,
but may also be used to create income being taxed
nowhere or expenses being deductible twice. The
possibilities to use hybrid entities and hybrid instruments
as tax planning tools were explained very well in the 1999
OECD report on partnerships.24
Another opportunity is offered by the perception in
most countries that the return from an investment in debt
(interest) should primarily be allocated for tax purposes to
the country of the creditor. Hence, a foreign investor has a
fundamental choice between paying tax in the country
where he invests (equity) or in the country from which he
invests (debt). As a result, countries imposing high taxes
will see that most inbound foreign investments are largely
debt financed, whilst outbound foreign investments will
be done with equity. Given the freedom to set up a
company in such a country or in such a way that it has no
or a low tax burden, this means that many profits follow
to the lowest tax point (= nil) as interest payments.
Although over time many countries have applied measures
against this (withholding tax on interest, limitations on
interest deduction), proper structuring of the group’s
financial relations is an important tool. The weapons used
by governments to fight it are limited in practice. The
possibilities to forbid interest deduction are limited by the
fact that interest paid to third parties on a loan is a real
and necessary business/investment expense. The possibility
to levy withholding tax is limited by the fact that a tax on
gross income (like a withholding tax) is often very high
compared to the net income. In fact, the burden of interest
withholding tax is often shifted to the debtor, increasing

Finally, regarding tax haven definitions, I adhere to the
thesis of Frank van Brunschot that in essence the law of
the fiscal jungle binds all countries. This law is as follows:
(1) each country is only entitled to a share of the proceeds
generated within its territory; this legitimizes taxation of
money flows that cannot get away; *(2) money flows that
are not bound to a specific territory will only settle there
where the fiscal climate is mild; if a country loses this
competitive advantage, the money flows will disappear;
tax policy should focus on maintaining a strong position
towards competitors; (3) if an economy is bigger, money
flows are more strongly connected to it; big countries can
afford a sharper anti-tax-evasion policy than smaller
countries.23
Conclusion: there is no convincing evidence to sustain
the accusation of the Netherlands being a tax haven
allowing multinationals to steal from developing
countries.

4

WHAT ARE THE FUNDAMENTAL REASONS
MULTINATIONALS CAN PAY LITTLE TAX
WITHOUT ACTING ILLEGALLY?

There are many reasons why multinationals can pay little
tax on their global profits without acting illegally. Some of
those reasons can be found in the specific details of local
legislation. These should be addressed, country-bycountry, law-by-law, but not in this article. Here I am
focussing on the big picture.
There are two fundamental reasons. I know this,
because these created the important tools I always used in
cross-border tax planning.
The most important one is FREEDOM. Enterprises and
individuals have an almost unlimited freedom to structure
their businesses, financials and transactions. We are free to
incorporate companies in different countries and of
different types. We are free to choose between different
ways of funding. We are free in choosing what type of
contract to conclude. We are more or less free to choose
where we are working. We can decide with whom we have
relations, where we keep bank accounts, where we invest.
Companies have the freedom to distribute their profits or
not. Companies have quite some freedom regarding what
to report and how. Certain restrictions that apply, for
example International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
accounting rules, are not designed by governments but by
the profession.
I believe this freedom to be a great good and it adds a
lot to prosperity and happiness. Although freedom allows
behaviour that is unwarranted, in general the absence of

Notes
23

F.W.G.M. van Brunschot, introduction, in: Bespreking van het rapport van de commissie ter bestudering van het verschijnsel internationale belastingvlucht van lichamen, en van
maatregelen daartegen (Geschriften van de Vereniging voor elastingwetenschap no. 198), Deventer: Kluwer 1995, pp. 6–11.

24

OECD report The application of the OECD model tax convention to partnerships (1999).
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Yes, we can. It will not be easy and it will take time,
but in the end we can. The most difficult issue is telling
politicians that the direction in which they are moving
today is not the best one. Today’s direction can be
summarized as similar to the Occupy Movement: much
outcry, but no clear and workable goal for a reform of
international tax systems.
Instead of focussing on ‘tax havens’ or ‘letterbox
companies’, politicians could really change the game by
working out a solution on the basis of unitary taxation or
at least formula apportionment and they should realize
that a well-developed democracy requires taxation from its
citizens as the main source of government revenues.
Going back to the law of the fiscal jungle, the only way
to create a stable tax basis for corporations is to link it to
items that have a strong connection to a (certain) territory.
The general approach of unitary taxation is that the
taxable base in a given territory is based on a pro rata of
the globally consolidated group profit. The pro rata is
based on (a mix of) staff, sales, purchases and similar
factors that have a clear and direct link with the economic
life in that particular territory. Although tax evasion
cannot be cast out fully, it will be much more difficult.
First of all, under the arm’s-length principle the factors
determining the profit allocation are less easy to move
away without harming the real activities; and second,
because the allocation of third-party interest expenses as
well as the treatment of interest on intragroup loans is no
longer relevant. The great disadvantage is that this is a
very rough approach that may lead to a taxation that is
higher than justified by the actual profitability of a
venture. And if each territory has its own way of
calculating the pro rata, the total profit that is taxed in all
jurisdictions may be very different from the global
consolidated profit.
A similar, but somewhat less far-reaching, approach is
to replace the arm’s-length principle by a different way of
determining transfer prices for tax purposes. This different
way should be based on formula apportionment. An
intragroup transaction’s result is to be divided over the
two related parties via a formula. This formula should be
based on (a mix of) staff, sales, purchases and similar
factors that have a clear and direct link with the economic
life in that particular territory. If the related-party
transaction is part of a chain of related-party transactions,
the profit of the entire chain should be divided on basis of
this formula, not just the profit of one transaction within
the chain.
Both the unitary taxation approach and the formula
apportionment approach are not the Holy Grail. They
have their shortcomings. It is like democracy. Democracy

the level of interest expenses substantially and thus
hindering businesses in attracting sufficient funding at
acceptable costs. Rules distinguishing between relatedparty interest and third-party interest are generally easy to
circumvent.
The most important opportunity is the allocation of
taxable profit on the basis of the ‘arm’s-length principle’.
This may come as a surprise for some. The arm’s-length
principle is advocated as an anti-abuse measure by tax
authorities and international organizations. It is meant to
ensure that companies pay tax where they make their profits, as
required by politicians and the public.25
However, clever tax advisors know that the arm’s-length
principle always provides arguments to defend such a
profit allocation that the larger part of the profit can
rightfully be allocated to an entity that pays no or little
tax.
Each argument found by the tax authorities in a specific
case to allocate profit to a (high-taxed) company in their
country can be used against them in a mirror situation to
allocate profit to a (low-taxed) company abroad. The
arm’s-length principle allows a high level of profit to be
allocated to: (a) risk; (b) capital (financing) and (c) IP. All
these three elements can be moved relatively easily and
put in companies with little staff at distant locations. The
arm’s-length principle also allows contract manufacturing,
contract research, contract marketing and sale services to
be done for such pricing arrangements that they provide a
steady but low profit.
And, for each good or service, there is an arm’s-length
price range. Taxpayers can generally freely pick their
position within the range. By cleverly picking the low end
and the high end depending from where to where the flow
goes, a substantial part of the profit can be left in a low tax
place.
A practical handicap is that it is generally impossible to
find sufficient unrelated prices for the scrutinized
transactions. This can be explained by: (a) the fact that any
transaction has so many more parameters than just the
price, that any database will always have a shortfall of
information and (b) the fact that many (cross-border)
transactions by related parties are simply not entered into
by unrelated parties.26

5

HOW CAN WE REALLY IMPROVE THE RULES
OF THE GAME?

Can we improve the rules of the game towards a situation
where the corporate world pays tax that is in equilibrium
with the profit they derive from government services?

Notes
25

Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations (OECD Report).

26

Commission staff working paper CES *(2001) 1681, Company Taxation in the Internal market, Brussels 2001.
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does not lead to perfect states that only take the right
decisions. However, I have never found any political
system that works better in the long run.
Both the unitary taxation approach and the formula
apportionment approach require a larger group of
countries adopting them, especially the countries with
strong economies that can always attract investors. Hence,
it will be a huge political and diplomatic challenge to
achieve this. The experience within the European Union
(EU) with respect to the CCCTB (a comparable approach)
is that things move very slowly.
Finally, governments should realize that only human
beings can suffer from taxation. Only human beings have
wishes, personal needs and feelings. All tax levied on
entities will finally be borne by human beings. Only
human beings can be asked to pay out of solidarity. And
solidarity is mostly related to one’s own group. You cannot
expect that e.g. US citizens will pay a major amount of tax
out of solidarity with e.g. the Papua people. For entities as
well as non-resident individuals, one cannot expect them
to pay much more than the value of what they receive
from government services. In assigning a part of
government funding to entities as well as to non-residents,
a calculation should be made of the costs of those services
rendered to them. The governments should explain to

their citizens and resident individuals that a higher
taxation of entities and non-residents is impossible. And
they should explain to their citizens and resident
individuals what the costs of a society including solidarity
actually are and they should share these amongst
themselves.

6

CONCLUSION

The growing criticism with respect to tax evasion by
multinational companies, in particular letterbox
companies in putative tax havens like the Netherlands, is
understandable. It looks as if those multinationals pay less
tax than their ‘fair share’. But if one takes a closer look this
criticism is largely unjustified. However, to some extent, I
believe that the rules of the game can be improved so that
there is a situation in which the corporate world pays tax
in line with the profit they derive from government
services. In my view, this requires replacing the arm’slength principle for the allocation of profits to countries
by a more robust approach. It requires the recognition by
governments that there is a clear limit to what they can
ask from multinational companies and what not.
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